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BEIJING: The world’s largest animal cloning factory is
under construction in China, with plans to churn out dogs,
horses and up to a million beef cattle a year, reports said,
prompting online and scientific concerns yesterday. The
200-million-yuan ($31-million) facility will include cloning
laboratories and a gene bank, the official Xinhua news
agency reported. It is being set up by Chinese biotechnolo-
gy firm Boyalife and South Korea’s Sooam Biotech-whose
founder was embroiled in controversy a decade ago over
claims to have cloned human embryos-along with two
Chinese research institutions. It will develop animals such
as pet and police dogs, racehorses and cows, to be sold on
the open market on an industrial scale.

The factory in the northern port of Tianjin is set to start
production next year, with initial capacity of 100,000 cattle
embryos a year, growing to one million, Xinhua cited
Boyalife chairman Xu Xiaochun as saying. “Chinese farmers

are struggling to produce enough beef cattle to meet mar-
ket demand,” he said. Boyalife reposted Xinhua’s report on
its website yesterday. But social media users expressed
scepticism over consumer appetite for cloned meat, point-
ing out that the plant will be near the site of chemical
explosions that killed at least 165 people in August, and
that China is plagued with food safety scandals. “Is this
meat going to be sold in South Korea or China? If in China,
please make our leaders eat it first,” said one user.

Another commentator wrote sarcastically: “This beef
definitely must first be saved just for the central govern-
ment leaders; only after they and their families have eaten
it for 10 years should they deign to give it to us, the people!
Really can’t wait!” Zhu Yi, a professor of food science at
China Agricultural University, told AFP that there would be
“almost no difference” between cloned and real cattle, but
that companies should not rush to put cloned meat on the

table without “rigorous risk assessments and repeated
experiments”. He added: “We cannot rush towards the
cloned meat market.”

Dead dog 
China has been cloning animals since 2000, Xinhua said,

four years after the birth in Scotland of Dolly, the world’s first
cloned sheep. Their ranks include the “strong-willed pig”, a
porker hailed as a hero after surviving more than a month
buried under rubble after the 2008 Sichuan earthquake,
reportedly replicated six times over. A joint venture between
Sooam and Boyalife started China’s commercial cloning mar-
ket last year, Xinhua said, cloning three pure-blooded Tibetan
mastiff puppies. But many online commentators worried
about the ethics of the new venture. “Crazily evil!” wrote one
commentator, with another asking: “Is the next step cloning
people?” Sooam is run by Hwang Woo-Suk, who claimed in

2004 to have derived stem-cell lines from cloned human
embryos, a world first, and was lauded as a national hero in
South Korea before it emerged that his research was fraudu-
lent and riddled with ethical lapses. Sooam’s website lists
instructions for potential customers who want to clone a dead
pet dog: wrap the body with wet towels and store it in a refrig-
erator, rather than a freezer. Chinese bioethical standards can
vary from those of the West, and have prompted a number of
high-profile debates, with prominent journals Science and
Nature deciding not to publish Chinese research on the
world’s first editing of human embryo genomes. The country’s
animal husbandry industry has boomed to meet the
demands of its increasingly carnivorous and growing middle
class, and is a major driver of demand for commercial cloning.
But the practice is controversial. In September the European
parliament backed a ban on cloning animals for food, and the
halting of imports and products derived from them. — AFP 

World’s biggest clone factory raises fears in China

LONDON: Some 15.8 million people are now on HIV
treatment and a five-year strategy to end the threat of a
never-ending AIDS pandemic is starting to show
results, the United Nations AIDS program said yester-
day. Estimates show new HIV infections have fallen by
35 percent since the peak of the three-decade-old pan-
demic in 2000, and AIDS-related deaths have fallen by
42 percent since a peak in 2004, UNAIDS said in a report
timed for release before World Aids Day on Dec 1.

Even before the agency set out its strategy last year,
the roughly 16 million people being treated by June
2015 was double the number in 2010. Barely 2.2 million
were being treated ten years ago. “Today we can say we
move from despair to hope. Every five years we have
more than doubled the number of people on life-sav-
ing treatment,” Michel Sidibe, UNAIDS’ executive direc-
tor, told reporters at a briefing. “If we manage to sustain
our investment and ... double the numbers of people
put on treatment, we can really break the backbone of
this epidemic.” By the end of 2014, 36.9 million people
were infected with the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) that causes AIDS, and more than half of them do
not have access to treatment.

The World Health Organization says all people diag-
nosed as HIV positive should have immediate access to
antiretroviral AIDS drugs, which hold the virus in check
and give patients a good chance of a long and relative-
ly healthy life. Responding to the UNAIDS report,
Sharonann Lynch, a policy adviser for the medical chari-
ty Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), said all countries
should “waste no time” in ensuring all HIV positive peo-
ple are offered immediate treatment. The report identi-
fied 35 countries that account for 90 percent of all new
HIV infections. Focusing on them would have the great-
est impact and reap huge benefits, it said. — Reuters

16 million on HIV treatment 

as AIDS pandemic tide turns

Annual rates of AIDS deaths, HIV infections fall

PARIS: French dancer Marie-Agnes Gillot performs in Paris, as part of a charity event to pro-
mote ICCARRE (Intermittent, in Canny short Cycles, Anti-Retrovirals may Retain Efficiency) a
new mode of anti HIV-AIDS drug prescriptions, that proposes a dramatic reduction of weekly
anti-HIV drug intake. — AFP 

This image shows a light micrograph of a tardigrade. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: The eight-legged water bear-a
hardy, nearly microscopic animal resembling its
mammal namesake-gets a huge chunk of its
DNA from foreign organisms such as bacteria
and plants, scientists have revealed. These
genes, the researchers suggest, help the tiny
animals, also known as moss piglets or tardi-
grades, survive in the harshest of environments.
Water bears, which live all over the world, are
usually 0.020 inches (0.5 millimeters) long and
move very slowly and clumsily on their multi-
tude of legs. 

These highly adaptable creatures can survive
extreme temperatures. Even after being stuck in
a freezer at -112 degrees Fahrenheit (-80 Celsius)
for 10 years, they can start moving around again
about 20 minutes after thawing. By sequencing
these creatures’ genome, researchers from the
University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill
were surprised to find that 17.5 percent-nearly a
sixth-of the genome came from foreign organ-
isms. For most animals, less than one percent of
their genome comes from foreign DNA. The
microscopic rotifer previously held the record,
with eight percent of its genome coming from
foreign DNA. “We had no idea that an animal
genome could be composed of so much foreign
DNA,” said co-author Bob Goldstein of UNC’s
College of Arts and Sciences. “We knew many
animals acquire foreign genes, but we had no
idea that it happens to this degree.”

New insight on evolution
The study, published in Monday’s edition of

the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, also made unusual findings about how
DNA is inherited. Goldstein, first author Thomas
Boothby and colleagues found that water bears

obtain about 6,000 foreign genes mostly from
bacteria, as well as plants, fungi and Archaea sin-
gle-cell organisms. “Animals that can survive
extreme stresses may be particularly prone to
acquiring foreign genes-and bacterial genes
might be better able to withstand stresses than
animal ones,” said Boothby, a postdoctoral fellow
in Goldstein’s lab.  Indeed, bacteria have survived
the most extreme environments on Earth for bil-
lions of years. Water bears acquire foreign genes
through horizontal gene transfer, a process by
which species swap genetic material instead of
inheriting DNA from parents. “With horizontal
gene transfer becoming more widely accepted
and more well-known, at least in certain organ-
isms, it is beginning to change the way we think
about evolution and inheritance of genetic
material and the stability of genomes,” said
Boothby. Researchers said the DNA likely gets
inside the genome randomly but what remains
allows water bears to survive in the most hostile
environments.

Under intense stress, such as extreme dry-
ness, the water bear’s DNA breaks up into small
pieces, according to the research team. Once the
cell rehydrates, its membrane and nucleus hous-
ing the DNA temporarily becomes leaky and
allows other large molecules to pass through
easily. They thus repair their own damaged DNA
while also absorbing foreign DNA as the cell
rehydrates, forming a patchworks of genes from
different species. 

“So instead of thinking of the tree of life, we
can think about the web of life and genetic
material crossing from branch to branch,”
Boothby explained. “So it’s exciting. We are
beginning to adjust our understanding of how
evolution works.” — AFP 

Tiny water bears are 

huge DNA thieves

LONDON: The World Health Organization’s fail-
ure to sound the alarm until months into West
Africa’s Ebola outbreak was an “egregious fail-
ure” which added to the enormous suffering
and death toll, global health experts said yes-
terday. A specialist panel convened by
Harvard’s Global Health Institute (HGHI) and
the London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine (LSHTM) said while the epidemic
“engendered acts of outstanding courage and
solidarity”, it also caused “immense human suf-
fering, fear and chaos” which went “largely
unchecked” by leadership or reliable and rapid
institutional responses.

Reviewing the global response to the epi-
demic which swept through Guinea, Sierra
Leone and Liberia, the panel said such failures
should not be allowed to happen again, and
major reform is urgently needed to prevent
future pandemics. “We need to strengthen core
capacities in all countries to detect, report and
respond rapidly to small outbreaks in order to
prevent them from becoming large-scale
emergencies,” said Peter Piot, LSHTM’s director
and the chair of the panel.

He said reform of national and global sys-
tems to respond to epidemics is not only feasi-
ble, but also essential “so that we do not wit-
ness such depths of suffering, death and social
and economic havoc in future epidemics”. The
panel made 10 key reform proposals aimed at
preventing future such catastrophes, including
developing and investing core capacities to
handle infectious disease outbreaks, strength-
ening incentives for early reporting of out-
breaks and science-based justifications for
trade and travel restrictions.

It also called for the creation of a unified
WHO Center with clear responsibility, adequate
capacity, and strong lines of accountability for
outbreak response, and for a transparent, politi-
cally-protected standing emergency commit-
tee to take on responsibility for declaring emer-
gencies. Liberian panel member Mosoka Fallah
of the campaign group Action Contre La Faim
International, said the human misery and
deaths should prompt serious reflection “on
how and why the global response to the great-
est Ebola calamity in human history was late,
feeble and uncoordinated”. —Reuters

BELOPA: A staunchly Islamic district in Indonesia
plans to ban the sale of condoms in convenience
stores in a bid to halt premarital sex, an official
said yesterday, but activists criticized the move as
misguided. The local administration in Luwu on
central Sulawesi island will soon send a notifica-
tion to convenience stores, giving them a week to
remove condoms from their shelves, district head
Andi Mudzakkar said. 

“We are concerned that premarital sex is on
the rise among teenagers,” he said from the dis-
trict capital Belopa. A week after the letters are
sent, the government will raid the dozens of con-
venience stores in Luwu, and those caught violat-

ing the rule could be shut down, Mudzakkar said.
He said that he took the decision after noticing
that condoms were sold openly in the stores and
could be easily bought by youngsters.

Condom sales would still be allowed in the
remote district in pharmacies but only for cus-
tomers aged above 17, he said.  In many rural
parts of the archipelago, convenience stores are
the only retail outlets offering a sizeable range of
goods. Yakub Gunawan, an activist from the Red
Institute, an NGO focusing on HIV, said the ban
would not tackle “risky sexual behavior”. “The
Luwu government should be promoting early sex
education instead so teenagers will know how to

be responsible and protect themselves,” he said.
Regulations to crack down on behavior

viewed as “immoral” and against Islam have multi-
plied across Indonesia-the world’s most populous
Muslim-majority country-in recent years, amid
signs of growing conservatism in many sectors of
society.  Conservative clerics have long
denounced official campaigns to encourage con-
dom use, claiming that they encourage sex
before marriage. Earlier this year Indonesia’s top
Islamic clerical body spoke out against the sale of
condoms following reports that the contracep-
tives were being sold together with chocolate to
mark Valentine’s Day. — AFP 

Indonesia Islamic district to ban 

condoms in convenience stores

MONROVIA: A health worker attends to a girl at the medical centre of Doctor Without
Borders (Medecin sans Frontiere) (MSF) where people infected with the Ebola virus
are treated in Monrovia. — AFP 

Health experts accuse WHO of 

‘egregious failure’ on Ebola

BAMBARI: After gunmen burned down her vil-
lage in scrubland of Central African Republic’s
Ouaka region, Marceline Wanou fled into the
forest with her two young sons, hoping to
return in a few days. Nine months later Wanou
has yet to go back, spending six months strug-
gling to survive in the forest until a team of aid
workers in July discovered her and 350 other
members of her community, badly malnour-
ished with many barely able to walk. “I was just
trying to save my children but after five
months of hiding I realised we might all die,”
said Wanou, sitting on a hospital bed in
Bambari, the main town in the country’s south-
ern municipality that borders Democratic
Republic of Congo.

Like millions of others, Wanou’s life has been
turned upside down by fighting in the former
French colony, where Pope Francis is due to
visit later this month despite violence between
opposing rebel groups ongoing since 2013.
Clashes between mainly Christian anti-balaka
militias and mainly Muslim Seleka factions risk
derailing internationally-backed presidential
and parliamentary elections now due on Dec.
27 after being postponed in October due to
violence. Wanou is one of nearly 500,000 peo-
ple from a population of 4.6 million forced to
flee their homes by repeated cycles of vio-
lence, isolating them from access to the few
remaining medical facilities that have not been
destroyed.

The battles in Ouaka earlier this year were
so intense that Wanou’s mainly Christian com-
munity of about 350 people was cut off from
humanitarian aid supplies on which they had
come to depend and from their home-grown
crops. Wanou said they survived the months in
the forest by eating cassava leaves that provide
little protein or nutrients. They were unable to
seek help with intermittent fighting around
them. When found many of the children in the
group displayed signs of severe malnutrition -
red hair, swollen feet, bloated stomachs, loss of
appetite - said Nicolas Peissel, project coordi-
nator for the charity MÈdecins sans FrontiËres
(MSF) that found the group.

Healthcare vacuum
“We found 24 percent of children under 5

had severe acute malnutrition, which is almost
unheard of in the entire country,” Peissel told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation. United
Nations agencies define levels of more than 10
percent severe malnutrition as an emergency.
A nationwide survey found one in 50 children
aged between 6 months and 5 years old in
Central African Republic tested positive for
severe malnutrition in 2014, according to the
United Nations children’s agency, UNICEF.
Wanou - who looks to be in her late thirties but
does not know her age - and her sons were
taken to the only functioning hospital in
Bambari, where they have spent the last four
months.

“It was like a miracle when the (MSF) aid
workers came. For the first time I had hope
there would be a way out,” said Wanou, barely
audible above the sound of a sick child in a
nearby bed. In Ouaka alone, 80,000 people
have been forced from their homes by a recent
upsurge in fighting, according to United
Nations figures, with many civilians too scared
to cross front lines to seek help at hospitals and
clinics. Tense front lines have sprung up across
Central African Republic where 10,600 UN
peacekeepers and around 900 French troops
have struggled to keep warring factions apart.

Religious tensions have also affected hospi-
tal staff, with some doctors and nurses of one
faith refusing to work for fear of being mis-
treated by colleagues of the other. “With 70
percent of health structures destroyed and
with no existing permanent clinics, access is
very difficult because of the violence,” Peissel
said. The conflict has impacted MSF’s activity. It
was forced to restrict the movements of its
medical teams in the capital, Bangui, after one
of its teams was attacked by armed men and a
vehicle stolen last week by a camp for dis-
placed people.

Hopes for peace
In Bangui, international forces patrol eerily

quiet streets in armored vehicles past disheveled

groups of armed boys and men, known as self-
defense units, outside boarded-up cafes. The
uneasiness is especially palpable in a mainly
Islamic area known as PK5, one of Bangui’s
most dangerous districts, where renewed vio-
lence erupted in September after a Muslim
man was killed. Pope Francis is due to visit the
main mosque in PK5.

The turbulence lead to an increase in
patients seeking treatment in some of the
city’s hospitals but many people are still cut off
from aid and health services, MSF said. In
Castors, a maternity clinic run by MSF, the
number of babies born fell to 334 in October
from 884 in July. “We can only draw the conclu-
sion this is because people are more and more
scared to leave their homes and come and
seek safe treatment,” said Christine Januel, MSF
project coordinator.

The fear is that more babies will suffer
health complications, Januel added, in a coun-
try where the maternal mortality rate of 880
per 100,000 live births is among the worst in
the world, according to the World Health
Organization. In PK5, Muslims mostly displaced
during reprisals by militias in December 2013
camp out near the main mosque in tiny
makeshift shelters of rusty iron sheets and
plastic sheeting. “It’s too dangerous to go to
hospital because of the armed groups on the
streets,” said Muslim woman Fane Oumar,
adding her house was looted and torched by
Christian gunmen two years ago.

Oumar, who was three months pregnant at
the time, said the attackers killed her brother
but spared her after she collapsed. The PK5
community depends on visits, weekly if securi-
ty allows, from doctors in an MSF mobile clinic.
But the country’s worsening instability and liv-
ing conditions have not dented local optimism,
with Oumar and other Muslims hoping the
Pope’s visit on Nov. 29-30 will achieve some
good. The last pontiff to visit was Pope John
Paul II in 1985. “I think people no matter what
their faith can understand the message of non-
violence that the Pope brings,” said one woman
sheltering at the mosque. —  Reuters

Gun battles in Central Africa 

cripple access to healthcare


